Errata  by unknown
Errata 
Vol. 7, No. 2 (1963), in the article, “The Index of Elliptic Systems of 
Singular Integral Operators” by R. T. Seeley, pp. 289-309: 
On p. 303, line 23, replace “log” by “d log”. 
N. Ya Krupnik has pointed out, in a footnote in Uspekhi Matemticheskix 
Nauk 20, p. 120 (1965), that there is an incorrect application of Mihlin’s 
theorem in the first paragraph on p. 299 of the above article. The conclusion 
thus cast in doubt is essentially: 
(i) Given p, 1 <p < CO, and points x,, and we in R” with 1 w,, 1 = 1, 
there is a sequence of C* functions p)ra such that 11 pn ljL1) = 1, IJJJX) = 0 if 
I x - x0 1 > l/n, and for any C* function h defined on the unit sphere of 
Rk we have II Hvn - h(w,) vn llLP --+ 0 for 1 < p < 00; here 
(fh) 7~) = h(y/ IY I > MY>. 
This conclusion can be deduced easily from Theorem 2, p. 523, of an 
article in PYOC. Koninkl. Ned. Akad. Wetenschap. 68 (1965), where the same 
conclusion is reached with H replaced by Ho, (HOf) ^(y) = 8(y) h(y/l y I)f(y), 
whereeisCmandB(x)=OforIxI~1,8(x)=1forIxI~2.Theclaim 
(i) follows from this and the fact that 1) Hvn - Hev, jJLr-+ 0. In fact, 
(H - He) f(x) = j R(x - y)f(y) dy, where R is in Lp, and hence 
II &n - %vn IILP d II R 11~~ II vn ll~l. 
From Holder’s inequality, 1) q% ljLl < II vn lILp 11 xn llLp = jl xn IILq -+ 0, where x,, 
is the characteristic function of {X : ) x - x0 j < l/n}. 
Vol. 11, No. 1, in the article entitled “Products of Independent Identically 
Distributed Stochastic Matrices,” by Murray Rosenblatt, pp. l-10: 
p. 5, in Eq. (23) replace “&” by “Slk .” 
